General Information

- **Bus Stops**, (marked in red), will stop at these locations at the time indicated. Note: the bus will stop at San Marcos Station only when passengers are waiting at this location.
  - **Arrival**: Quad Bus Loop, (next to Pleasant Street Garage)
  - **Departure**: Student Center bus loop, (between Student Ctr garage and Jackson)

- **Call Stops**, (marked in blue), will pass by these locations at times proximate to published Bus Loop arrival times, (for those debarking buses inbound to San Marcos); and, times proximate to published Student Center departure times, (for those boarding buses leaving San Marcos). To board an outbound bus, you must be at the stop and flag, (wave), to the driver of the bus as they approach your stop to request them to stop at these locations. If you are onboard the bus as it arrives into San Marcos and would like off at one of these stops, just pull the stop request cord or let the driver know two to three blocks in advance.

  - **Leaving campus**
    - Undergraduate Admissions Center;
    - San Marcos Station, (CARTS, Greyhound and Amtrak)
  - **Arriving in San Marcos**
    - S. LBJ Dr., (next to Garcia’s Restaurant at Cheatham St.)
    - City Park: C.M Allen @ Hopkins Dr.
    - Sewell Park, (at pedestrian cross walk)